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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	8:1	9:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	BK	BK	BK	BK	BK	BK
2	5	AE	AD	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BK	BK	BK	BK	BK
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BK	BK	BK	BK
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BK	BK	BK
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	D3	DE	BK	BK
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	D	D1	D2	D3	DE	BK
			 Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Odds greater than 9:1 are rounded down to that.

Combat Results Definitions:
·	BK = Defenders ELIMINATED and if all the defenders are suffering the BK result, Blitzkrieg!  After any Tactical Advances, German units can attack again - joining in another initial attack, if wished.
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.  1 weak infantry/rifle division may survive the elmination of a German korps or Russian or German army and retreat as for a D3, unless in a No Retreat! situation.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Defender may continue to retreat up to 3-(Dn) hexes.  (EX:  So on a D1, up to 1 more.)
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Some or all Defenders MAY be voluntarily withdrawn a maximum of 3 hexes, if Defender chooses.  Attacker may then be able to Tactically Advance accordingly.
·	X = Exchange.  Defending units whose factor-modified defense factors are at least equaled by attacking units' factors are Eliminated along with those attacking units.  Surviving attackers may advance as for D1 result, if the hex is vacated.  Defending units surviving an actual exchange suffer a D result instead.  Exchange must be as large as possible within that restriction.  It is not mandatory for attacking Germans, who may instead opt for a "AD" result and any attacker must do so if they lack attacking factors necessary to exchange away even just the first defending unit eligible to be exchanged.  A German pzdiv can be flipped over for the difference in attack factors, but not recovered in strength except with a panzer replacement factor.  Similarly, the difference between the stronger and weaker sides of German armies and Russian shock armies can contribute to exchanges without permanent loss.  Axis allied units may not be used in attack exchanges.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to factor-modified defense factors) ELIMINATED

General Rule:  A unit does not have to attack an enemy unit - even an UnDisrupted enemy army - simply because it moves adjacent to it.  However, all UnDisrupted German armies and korps adjacent to any attacking Russian units which are in fact attacking another German unit adjacent to both in a given phase must also be attacked at odds at least equal to the odds of the attacks against the other, adjacent German or Axis units being attacked.  This is also true for UnDisrupted, Entrenched Russian armies.  Axis attacks may be cancelled, unless they are required by previous attacks.  Once allocated, before any attacks are resolved, Russian attacks may never be cancelled.


Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  An Entrenched army loses its Entrenchment if Disrupted but is not Disrupted unless it receives another Disruption result.  Otherwise, an already Disrupted unit suffering another Disruption just remains so.  Additionally, attacking results are read 1 odds column higher against any Disrupted units in a stack.  Disrupted units still receive any defensive terrain bonuses.  
Recovery from Disruption:  German units are recovered from Disruption at the end of the Axis player's turn.  Red-labeled Russian units recover at the end of the Russian player's turn.  Other Russian units are recovered at the start of the German player's Operational Movement and Combat phase, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if a non-Disrupting "-", AD or AE is the combat result, the defending units are recovered from Disruption after the attack like the un-attacked units were.   Disrupted Axis allied units are similarly recovered before or possibly after the Russian Operational Movement and Attacks phase.Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are at that moment out of supply.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, or for any of his units to which the Defender gives "No Retreat!" orders, D1->D and D2 ->DE, DE ->BK. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.  If he forgets, a D1 is counted as a D with no risk to the defending unit.  If the Defender declares No Retreat!, the Attacker may declare a Forced EXchange, although the cost is higher:  D3 = .34X, D2 = .5X, D1 = equal exchange as normal, D = 1.5X, X = 2X, AD = AE.  The Russian player must declare a Forced Exchange before the die is rolled.  The German player may declare it after the die is rolled.  Defending Germans (only)  may avoid a Forced Exchange, if accepting a D3 result instead.

Pressed Attack!:  An attacker may declare a Pressed Attack! before the defender might declare his No Retreat! option.  If so, the combat result is read one column higher for the best 3 numbers rolled on the die or is read 1 column lower for German attacks and 2 columns lower for Russian attacks for the worst 3 numbers rolled on the die.  This may not be used if the worst odds would be below 1:5, though, of course.

Armored Overrun:  On a D2 combat result, any Russian or Axis allied rifle korps defending in a clear terrain hex (even if Entrenched or behind a river or fortification line) is eliminated up to the number of "pure" panzer or tank factors attacking them.  A D3 result can eliminate a German korps or any army in similar circumstances.

Tactical Retreats must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat (but not through movement-blocking enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units or fortresses) and no closer to the enemy units which attacked. If possible, they must also be away from the attackers' hexes, although if not possible that doesn't eliminate them.  Defending units may not retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked, even if the hex which would be moved into is occupied by a friendly unit, unless retreating into/behind a friendly fortification line hex into which no enemy ZOC can be exerted.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.
 
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
On a BK, DE, or D3 combat result, German panzer and Russian cavalry units may tactically advance up to 3 MFs, and Russian tank, parachute, and shock units, German motorized, and Axis cavalry units may so advance up to 2 MFs, in any direction as long as they advance through the vacated hex.  Advancing units may use road movement after the first hex.  Other units may advance only 1 hex - all units may advance a minimum 1 hex regardless of terrain - and all Axis units may advance only 1 hex in Mud.  All units may only advance 1 hex on a D1 result, unless the defender retreats farther.  All Zone of Control movement restrictions are still in effect, but not for tanks/panzers, SS, parachute, and shock moving into/through the vacated hex on a DE or BK result. 
  As long as the vacated hex is entered by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified strength, otther units may also tactically advance (only) 1 hex into an empty hex adjacent to the defended one, unless prevented by  ZOC restrictions.


"Zones of Control (ZOCs)” - Large units' influence on adjacent hexes.  (See also Supply.)
  An operationally moving unit is required to stop when it enters a hex adjacent to an enemy army or German korps - Disrupted or not - or an UnDisrupted Russian or Axis Allied corps or 2 UnDisrupted German divisions (stacked together or exerting the ZOC from different hexes).  A unit may not move (1 hex, directly) from one Enemy ZOC to another EZOC of the same enemy unit/hex exerting a ZOC, or if that would entail crossing a river or a fortification line of an UnDisrupted enemy unit which would not otherwise exert a ZOC.  (However, if not violating that rule a unit may always make a special 1-hex move out of one enemy unit’s ZOC into a different enemy unit’s ZOC), and a unit may make a special 1-hex move regardless of enemy ZOCs, if moving onto a hex already occupied by a friendly unit, even if that hex was just occupied by the friendly unit during the same movement phase.
  Except in the case of 2 UnDisrupted German divisions above, divisions and brigades have no ZOCs.

Strategic Movment - Units moved strategically arrive Disrupted at their destination: 
·	By Rail:    UnDisrupted Axis units may freely move by rail within Axis borders.  They may do so up to 2 hexes per game-turn number into Russia.  Russian units may move freely by rail within Russia.  The rail line must be able to traced back to the eastern or southern mapboard edges (or the edge near the Rybinsk Reservoir).  Rail movement is blocked by an EZOC not occupied by a friendly unit.
·	By Sea:  1 unit may move by sea from any coastal hex to a friendly-controlled port within the same sea - Baltic or Black (including the Sea of Azov) per turn at a risk.  If the sea is under friendly control, there is only a 1/6 chance of a unit being sunk - if under enemy control, a 3/6s chance.  (The player controlling Koenigsberg controls the Baltic Sea, the player controlling Sevastopol controls the Black Sea, and the player controlling both sides of the Kerch Straits controls the Sea of Azov.)
·	Factory Evacuation:  Russian factories may be evacuated by rail to Siberia.  The first turn they are flipped over to their Loading side and the next turn they are moved to the Turn Record Track, to go back into production 5 turns later.

Reinforcements and Replacements:
Reinforcements/Replacements:  See the Subgame scenario rules.  German reinforcement units have their month of entry on them.
German Panzer Replacements:    See the scenario rules.
Siberian Reserve units and the Siberian Reserve Gamble:  See the scenario rules. 

"Stacking" Limits - 3 units plus markers per hex maximum, with exceptions:
  There may be up to 3 korps in a hex, but only one of those may be a motorized or tank korps.  Up to 2 German panzer divisions may be additionally stacked with a motorized korps and are counted as part of that.  If one of the units is an army, there may be no more than 2 armies or korps of the 3 units in the hex - and the Axis may never have more than 1 army unit in a hex.  Airfields and Katyusha regiments do not count against stacking.  Retreating units may not violate the stacking limit of hexes occupied by other friendly units.  Thus, some or all of the defending units required to retreat from a hex may be in a "No Retreat!" situation.

Special Units and Unit Buildups and Breakdowns:
·	Russian Katyushas:  Katyusha units may not attack if Unsupplied or Disrupted.  They can attack an adjacent hex, before standard ground attacks are resolved.  A die roll is made against each enemy unit in the hex, and a die roll of 1 or 2 (Index A) or 5 or 6 (B) Disrupts the Red-rocketed unit.  If not stacked with - protected by - other Russian units, they can be moved through and automatically eliminated by a German unit.  Once lost, a Katyusha regiment cannot be replaced.
·	
·	
·	Operational Movement:
·	A German panzer division has an Operational Movement Factor (OMF) of 6, a German motorized korps or division has an OMF of 5, a German infantry or cavalry unit has an OMF of 4, and a German army as an OMF of 2.  A Russian or Axis allied tank, motorized, cavalry, parachute, or katyusha unit has an OMF of 5, a Russian or Axis allied non-motorized infantry/rifle/shock unit has an OMF of 3.  It costs 1 movement factor per hex to move, unless there are Terrain costs.
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 3 movement factors for any Axis unit and 5 movement factors for any Russian unit - 2 and 3 factors respectively in the breakthrough/Proriv! phase - with restrictions.  A unit does not get the OMB if: 1. It is going to attack. or 2.It enters or vacates a ZOC of an UnDisrupted Russian army or German korps or army not already occupied by a friendly unit.
·	Road Movement:  Panzer/tank, motorized, and katyusha but not parachute units’ movement is doubled on roads. All other units’ movement is increased 1 extra hex both in operational movement and bonus movement.  It may be used for tactical advance after combat past the vacated hex or into the final hex from which to attack.  See also Weather.
·	German Breakthrough:  The German player may move and attack with some units and then after those battles have been resolved move and attack with any of his units which have not yet moved.  Breakthrough units' basic OMF is reduced by 2, but they still get an OMB, if eligible.
·	Overrun:  If a hex is being defended by a unit having only a terrain-unmodified total of 1 defense factor, a group/stack of units with a total attack factor of at least 7 which are moving together may eliminate it without formally attacking, for the expenditure of 1 additional movement factor.

Fortresses, Entrenchment, Defense Lines, and Terrain Effects: 
·	Entrenchment:  If it isn't moved and doesn't attack, an UnDisrupted infantry-type - infantry, rifle, or parachute - unit can be flipped over to its Entrenched side.  A combat result against an Entrenched unit is read 1 column down/left of the final combat odds.  The Entrenchment is lost if moves or is retreated, if it attacks, or if already Disrupted it is Disrupted again.
·	Fortress Cities:  Double the defense factor of any 1 infantry-type unit in them.
·	Major (#) Cities:  Add 1 defense factor to any 1 infantry-type unit.
·	Victory Cities:  Double the defense factor of all infantry-type units in them.
·	Fortification/Defense Lines:  1 column shift down in the combat odds (possibly in addition to Entrenchment).
·	Cross-River:  Attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless more than half of the attacking factors are on the same side of the river as the defenders.  Panzer/tank units and German armies attacking across a river or crossing a river to attack or tactically advancing after combat across one must pay 1 additional movement factor to do so.
·	Forest:  Any one infantry unit defending in a forest hex receives 1 additional combat factor on defense.  Panzer/tank and motorized korps must expend 2 OMFs per hex, unless moving along a road - divisions and brigades only 1.  Units are safer from air attack in forest and swamp&forest.
·	Swamp and Swamp&Forest:  Any one infantry unit defending in such a hex receives 1 additional combat factor on defense.  All Panzer/tank and motorized units expend 3 MFs per swamp hex to move.
·	Hill:  Infantry/rifle unit factors are doubled on defense.  Panzer/tank and motorized korps must expend 2 OMFs per hex, unless moving along a road - divisions and brigades only 1.
·	Mountain:  Mountain/infantry/rifle unit factors greater than any attacking mountain units are doubled on defense.  Panzer/tank and motorized units must expend 3 OMFs per hex, unless moving along a road - divisions and brigades only 1.
·	“Edge of the World”:  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or into the sea or unfrozen lake are eliminated.
·	
·	
·	
·	
·	Supply: 
·	For the Germans, a supply line of hexes of any length back to a western or southern mapboard edge hex   For the Russians, it is back to an eastern or northern mapboard edge hex. A supply line cannot be traced through (or from) an enemy-occupied hex or a hex adjacent to and accessible by an enemy unit with a Zone of Control.  It can be traced through any friendly unit.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.  Air Supply:  An air unit may supply all the otherwise out of supply units in any one hex within its maximum range - subject to interception, of course.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column, and after the combat is resolved and any tactical advance, the unsupplied units are Disrupted, as they are by making any operational movement at all. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status for combat is determined at the moment of attack/defense.
·	Unsupplied units are eliminated by being Disrupted and UnDisrupted units are Disrupted by being out of supply during Supply Status Determination.
·	A side's mobile - panzer/tank, motorized, katyusha - units are reduced to a maximum OMF of 4, if the other side takes Ploesti or Maikop.

Weather:  In Snow weather turns, Axis units farther than 3 hexes away from an Axis army unit are considered to be out of supply, unless air-supplied.  Rivers, Swamps, and Lakes freeze over and are nullified in Snow.  In Mud, all units' attacks are reduced 1 combat results column.  In Snow, only Axis units are so reduced, and Russian attacks are increase 1 combat odds column, unless the defenders are in any city or town.  In Mud and Snow, the OMF is halved - fractions rounded down for all Axis and up for Russians. In Mud, there is no road movement bonus for brown roads
Air Attack and Combat Results - Air units may be saved to be used offensively in the German breakthrough phase:
Luftwaffe Close Air Support:  Additionally, if the bombing/strafing target hex is under ground attack, a German fliegerkorps increases the combat odds 2 column shifts – the 8th Fliegerkorps 4 – not more than doubling the odds and half as many shifts over 3 hexes from base - and they can further accompany the attacking units with Close Air Support (not bombing) in one (of the) Blitzkrieg! attack(s).  Russian air units cannot (yet) be used for Close Air Support.  See also the Air Supply rule.
Airstrike:  An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  Russian air units may not be combined.  Aerial Disruption breaks down a korps, if it can be broken down.
Notes:
In each game-turn an air unit may be used only once offensively and only once defensively per game-turn:  for ground attack and interception.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place: they cannot be retreated farther as in a ground combat D result.  Air-to-air results take effect immediately.
Shot Down (or overrun on the ground) = Air unit out of game until 2 player-turns later.  Intercepted = Mission prevented but neither unit shot down.
D* = "-" result if attacking panzer/armor or any units which are entrenched or in forest, hills, mountains, or in major, victory, or forest cities.
AA = Air unit shot down if attacking UnDisrupted German army or Russian victory city. 
Range:  German air units may attack enemy units as far away as 7 hexes from its base.  For Russian air units, the range is 5 hexes from its base.  The Russian 6. and 7. Interceptor Korps may intercept out to a range of 2 hexes from Moscow and Leningrad.



AIRPOWER - the dreaded Stukas:
An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  Shift die roll 1 better, if attacking an already Disrupted unit..
					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			Russian Shot Down
2	5		D			D			Russian Intercepted
3	4		D			D*			Russian Intercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeIntercepted

GAME-TURN SEQUENCE - Note the asymmetric sequences:
·	A. German Player-Turn/Operations:
·	1. Reinforcements, Replacements, Flipping of German Armies to Strong Side, UnDisrupted Axis Units’ Entrenchment, Positioning of Luftwaffe Airfields, and Axis Strategic Movement.
·	2. German Attacks before Operational Movement with immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a BK combat result.  
·	3. Operational Movement of Axis allied and as yet unused German units and Attack Allocations
·	4. Recover from Disruption any non-red Russian units faced toward the German player not being attacked, if they are in supply.
·	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat - and immediate Blitzkrieg attacks on a BK combat result.  If attacked Russian non-Guards units are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, repeat Step 3.
·	6. German Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 2. (-2 OMF and OMB=2), and 4. are repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked.  Already Disrupted Russian units which are not re-Disrupted stay Disrupted.
·	7. Russian Victory Determination
·	8. Supply Status Determination Phase for German units
·	9. Recovery from Disruption of all German units in supply.
·	B. Russian Player-Turn/Operations:
·	1. Reinforcements, Replacements, UnDisrupted Russian units’ Entrenchment.  Russian Strategic Movement.  Relocation of Russian Airfields.
·	2. Russian Attacks before Operational Movement
·	3. Russian Operational Movement of not yet used Units and Attack Allocations
·	4. Recover from Disruption any Axis allied units faced toward the Russian player not being attacked, if they are in supply. 
·	5. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat.  If attacked defending Axis allied units are not re-Disrupted by a combat result, repeat Step 3.
·	6. Supply Status Determination Phase for Russian units.
·	7. German Victory Determination
·	8. Recovery from Disruption of all red-lettered units in supply.

SCENARIO RULES - Setups and 1st Turn Rules, Reinforcements/Replacements, Victory Conditions, etc.:
·	Rostov:
·	Armies' starting locations are on the map.  Russian armies start UnDisrupted but also UnFortified (meaning they - their stacks  are not mutually supporting on defense).  Russian sub-army units may start anywhere on the Russian side of the start line.  Then the Axis units setup on their side of the start line, and they may move on the 1st turn.  The Romanians set up next to 11. Army and the Slovak and Italian units with the 1. PzGp units anywhere behind the Dnepr River.  The SS divisions may be in either location.  Russian reinforcements may enter the game along the mapboard edge closer to a friendly unit than to an enemy unit and to where they can trace a supply line to from the eastern edge.  Eliminated Russian armies may re-enter the game 3 turns later as replacements in the manner of reinforcements.  Other eliminated Russian units may not.  At the start of the 3rd turn, the distance in hexes from the 11. Army to Rostov is halved - fractions rounded up - and that number is subtracted from a die roll, to see if the 11. Army and Romanian units remain in the game - a number remaining equal to or greater than 1 meaning that they stay in the game (instead of being pulled out for the invasion of the Crimea).  If they do remain in the game, the Russian 62. Army and *-indicated tank brigade arrive as Russian reinforcements that turn.  The side which holds Rostov in supply at the end of 6 turns wins.  There is a 67% chance of Good weather in the first weather die roll.
·	
·	Kiev:
·	1. 
·	2.
·	3.
·	a.
·	b.
·	Leningrad:
·	1. 
·	2.
·	3.
·	a.
·	b.
·	Moscow:
·	1. 
·	2.
·	3.
·	a.
·	b.

Playtesters:  Fred Førde, Tor Mæhlum, Sebastian Marchesi




·	B. German Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. 
·	2.
·	3.
·	a. 
·	b. German (“Morning”) Operational Movement, subject to U.S. air attack, if a unit exceeds its weather-allowed OMF.


